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Summary & Recommendations 

Ethnosciences was commissioned by Brad Goode & Associates (BGA) on behalf of the BORR 

Integrated Planning Team (BORR IPT) for Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) to 

undertake an ethnographic assessment of two places (ID 38551, Five Canoes and ID 38552 

Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground) on the BORR southern alignment in Gelorup that had 

appeared on the AHIS subsequent to the completion of the assessment by McDonald and 

Turner (2020). Dr Edward McDonald and Ms Tania Phillips of Ethnosciences undertook the 

assessment, which included a desktop review of the available documentary material related 

to the listing of ID 38551, and ID 38552 and an ethnographic consultative meeting held in the 

Bunbury offices of MRW A in October 2020. The meeting was attended by GKB consultants 

who had participated in various surveys of the area and Mr Kieran Noonan of the Friends of 

the Gelorup Corridor Inc (FGCI). Mr Dennis Jetta who had been involved with the listing of 

the two places and who was also a member of the GKB tendered his apologies and did not 

attend the meeting. In addition, the meeting was attended by Mr McCarthy, Dr Hannon, and 

Mr Walker of the BORR Integrated Planning Team and Mr Goode and Ms Harris of BGA. 

The desktop review included an examination of the AHIS and associated documentation, such 

as the Heritage Information Submission Forms (HISFs) for ID 38551, and ID 38552, the so

called 'Wardandi Gelorup Corridor Indigenous Heritage Inventory', so-called because it is 

not a Wardandi document, and other available material including a report on a recent 

inspection of the supposed humanly modified trees in ID 38551, and ID 38552 by Ms Harris 

and members of the GKB (Harris 2020). 

As noted, the two newly listed places (ID 38551 and ID 38552) appeared on the AHIS after the 

completion of ethnographic investigations undertaken by McDonald and Turner (2020) in 

November 2019 and January 2020. Both ID 38551, Five Canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar 

Grove Burial Ground are 'Lodged' on the AHIS. ID 38551 reportedly comprises modified or 

scarred trees, including five 'canoes' (scars) and ID 38552 purportedly containing burials or 

skeletal material in addition to scarred and other modified trees, in this case not before 

recorded 'spiral trees'. ID 38552 is also a closed file and the place is depicted on the AHIS 

with dithered boundaries. 
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Based on the review of the documentary material, it is our professional opinion that neither 

ID 38551, or ID 38552 meet the benchmarks for inclusion in any category of the register of 

Aboriginal sites with respect to any of the evaluative criteria set out in s39(2) and s39(3) of the 

AHA. 

There is no archaeological or ethnographic evidence that any of the numerous supposedly 

modified trees in ID 38551 and ID 38552 are in fact humanly modified, rather all show clear 

evidence of being scarred as a result of natural processes. 

There are certainly no 'canoe trees' in ID 38551, as the archaeological, historical and 

ethnographic evidence indicates that there are no formal Indigenous watercraft, as opposed 

to floatation devises, south of Shark Bay and the nearest Indigenous 'canoes' were to be found 

in the Kimberley. Harris (2020) disputes that the so-called 'spiral trees' are humanly modified 

and there is no evidence, according to Nyungar sources, of such modifications being part of 

the community's customs and traditions. 

Similarly, there is no basis for assuming that because there are Moojar trees around ID 38552 

that there are burials in the location. 

No specific burials have been reported in the HISF and there is no documentary evidence to 

support the contention that it was traditional practice to bury at the base of Moojar trees so 

that their spirits would be absorbed by the roots of the trees. Indeed, this view is not in accord 

with local custom and beliefs (McDonald and Turner 2020). 

A review of the archaeological and ethnographic material in relation to Nyungar burials 

indicates that there is a very low likelihood that any burials exist in the area as there are no 

nearby resource areas and there is no associated archaeology. 

There is absolutely no documentary evidence that the place designated ID 38552 is an ancient 

'burial ground' or cemetery where 'Wardandi' ancestors were buried for 'hundreds if not 

thousands of years'. The documentary evidence, such as the HISF, indicates that the listing is 

based on a range of unsubstantiated suppositions: it is 'very highly likely', 'high probability' 

and so on are the sorts of phrases used in the documentation. 

Despite substantial archaeological research and monitoring over the last three decades in the 

wider Bunbury region, associated with major urban developments, no Aboriginal cemeteries 
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have been discovered in the region and all of the Aboriginal graves so far located are single 

interments. 

Regardless, monitoring procedures will be in place, as requested by the GKB consultants, to 

ensure that should a burial be unearthed it will be treated in accordance with legislative 

requirements and local custom (McDonald and Turner 2020). 

We contend that the attribution of significance to big trees: Moojar trees, paperbarks, a Tuart 

or any other big tree and their listing on a non-statutory National register is not in accordance 

with local Nyungar custom or tradition. Rather this concern is more in the province of 

'whitefella' business. 

An examination of documentary material demonstrates that the entire process of identifying 

and reporting places (e.g., ID 37869; D 37870; ID 38551 and ID 38552) by Mr Jetta and the 

FGCI along the BORR southern alignment is based on a series of unsubstantiated assumptions 

regarding historical events relating to the Mininup Massacre, local Aboriginal custom and 

traditions and supposedly modified trees and supposed burials. 

In our professional opinion, likewise, places ID 37869; ID 37870; ID 38551 and ID 38552 are 

not of potential historical, anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest and 

do not meet the criteria for registration as Aboriginal sites in respect of s5(c) of the AHA. 

It is our judgment that both Mr Jetta and members of the FGCI lack the professional expertise 

to offer an opinion on what is of potential "anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical 

interest" as specified in s39(2)(c) of the AHA. In this regard, based on a physical examination 

of a number of supposedly modified trees with Mr Jetta in 2019 and on a review of the 

documentary evidence submitted by him and FGCI, we have concluded that they lack the 

'professional' or 'skilled' vision necessary to identify humanly modified or scarred trees. 

The only ethnographic interest that one might discern from the listing of these places revolves 

around the question of how Aboriginal heritage might be used by NIMBY groups in their 

opposition to a particular project. Nevertheless, none of these places in our professional 

opinion would meet the criteria for lodgement on the AHIS or registration as Aboriginal sites. 

A consultative meeting was organised on October 26, 2020 so that the GKB members who had 

participated in the heritage surveys of the BORR southern alignment Gelorup could discuss 
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the listings of ID 38551, Five Canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground with 

Mr Jetta and Mr Noonan of FGCI. As noted, Mr Jetta tendered his apologies. 

Mr Noonan was asked to outline his reasons for the listing of ID 38551 and ID 38552 and 

questioned about the veracity of the listings by both GKB members and the heritage 

consultants present. The discussion at times became heated as GKB members raised several 

issues regarding the processes undertaken by FGCI During these discussions, Dr McDonald 

drawing on mapping of the distribution of Indigenous watercraft by the Australian National 

Maritime Museum, pointed out that there were no Indigenous watercraft south of Shark Bay, 

making it impossible that there are canoe scars on any the trees in ID 38551. He also noted 

that Mr Jetta had been consulted during the original surveys for the BORR in 1995 and had 

not reported any heritage places on the alignment. 

The dialogue was brought to a close by a lengthy eloquent statement by Mr Northover, which 

was presented quietly but forcefully. Inter alia he raised a number of interrelated issues that 

spoke to the heart of the matter regarding the listing of the new places (i.e., ID 38551 & ID 

38552) and previous places (ID 37869 & ID 37870) on the alignment, which can be summarised 

as follows: 

1) The approach to heritage recording by Mr Noonan and FGCI is not acceptable
or appropriate, including (a) it is wrong to consult with one person; (b) brought
disharmony to the community - 'caused division between us'; (c) it's an insult to the
group - 'observe our disappointment [that] all of a sudden there's sites [ on the
alignment]', (d) putting Mr Jetta 'up for more ridicule'; 'his knowledge and his position
is under scrutiny' by the group and (e) the 'circle of elders' [Mr Jetta's group] would
be informed that 'they do not talk for Aboriginal heritage issues'.

2) To speak on heritage matters one must be of 'traditional' origin, i.e., belong to
the country, rather than say be married into it, and must follow the community's laws
and customs; implying that the group do not think that the person(s) Mr Noonan and
his FGCI colleagues are consulting are 'traditional' or are not following the
community's laws and customs and as a result do not 'know what's in the area'.
Consequently, the reporting of ID 38551, Five canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar
Grove Burial Ground and the others reported on the alignment (ID 37869 & ID 37870)
are not in keeping with GKB customs or traditions and therefore the places are not of
existing use or significance with respect to s39(3) and s39(2)(a) of the AHA and not of
former or reputed use or significance with regard to GKB tradition, historical
association or sentiment (s39(2)(b) as recognised as legitimate by the community.
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3) Mr Northover, and, by extension, the other GKB consultants, do not accept that
the trees and other features identified by Mr Noonan and his FGCI colleagues have
heritage value: 'the trees are not part of it' [heritage]; 'these trees are no good, that's
wrong'; 'please do not find any more canoe trees', etc.

4) The BORR alignment has been surveyed numerous times with the same results
- no heritage impediments: 'I don't want to hear no more, because we have flogged
this for all of these surveys'; 'I don't wish to sit here for another survey'.

5) The GKB consultants have decided following their surveys that the BORR will
proceed: 'Allow the road to go because we have, we have come to the conclusion that
this road is going through. . ... we have come to the conclusion that this is happening'.
Mr Northover says that his main concern is about the [surface and ground] water in
the vicinity of the BORR, which he reports is' sacred to him' (see McDonald and Turner
2020: 47).

We conclude that the opinions about the new and previous listings on the Gelorup BORR 

corridor, which we have formed on the basis our desktop review of the documentary material, 

is supported by the response of the GKB consultants to Mr Noonan' s presentation at the 

October consultive meeting and in particular their views as summarised by Mr Northover. In 

particular, Mr Northover expressed the view that the recording of the places on the alignment 

(ID 38551; ID 38552; ID 37869 & ID 37870) was not in accordance with the community's laws 

and customs, nor are they of heritage value. 

Consequently, we conclude that none of these places meet the evaluative criteria set out in 

AHA with regard to sacred belief, or ritual or ceremonial usage (s39(3), 'existing use or 

significance' ( s39(2) ( a) or' former or reputed use or significance' ( s39(2) ( c)) with regard to GKB 

'custom', 'tradition', 'historical association' or' Aboriginal sentiment'. 

As McDonald and Turner (2020: 2-3) note that the focus of the AHA is on "places and objects 

customarily used by or traditional to" Aboriginal people, the AHA is not concerned with 

idiosyncratic beliefs or behaviour. Rather beliefs and behaviour, i.e., use of places and objects, 

sacred belief or ritual or ceremonial practice, must be accountable for in terms of the relevant 

community's customs and traditions, which are communal. Nor we conclude does the Act 

apply to non-Aboriginal people's customs, traditions, beliefs, interpretations or practices in 

respect of places and objects, except, of course, were these might address 'potential 

anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest' in a professionally appropriate 

and scientific manner. 
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In pointing out that the alignment had been surveyed numerous times and that "the trees are 

not part" of GKB heritage, Mr Northover also was intimating that Mr Jetta and the FGCI 

lacked the skills, including 'professional' or skilled' vision to identify humanly modified or 

scarred trees. 

Mr Northover suggested that the processes being undertaken by FGCI was in his view 

essentially a NIMBY project when he stated: 'all of those property owners should look at their 

own properties'. 

Mr Northover did, however, as he had done previously raise concerns about the surface and 

subsurface water along the alignment. Processes will be put in place to accommodate these 

concerns (McDonald and Turner 2020). 

We have concluded, based on the GKB participants' responses to Mr Northover's statement, 

that he spoke on behalf of the entire group and that the views he expressed essentially 

summarised those of the group. Mr Noonan in response committed himself to not raising 

Aboriginal heritage again in his opposition to the BORR, which he will continue to campaign 

against on other grounds. However, it remains unclear if his commitment will also be accepted 

by other members of the FGCI 

The assessment of the documentary material in relation to places ID 38551 and ID 38552 and 

an ethnographic analysis of the consultative meeting between the GKB consultants and Mr 

Noonan of the FGCI, in our view clearly demonstrates that places ID 38551 and ID 38552 do 

not constitute places that should be lodged on the AHIS or be determined to be Aboriginal 

sites within the meaning of s5 of the AHA. The same conclusion can be reached as indicated 

by McDonald and Turner (2020) in respect of the previously lodged places ID 37869 & ID 

3787 0 on the BORR southern alignment. 

The GKB consultants decided not to conduct a field inspection of ID 38551 and ID 38552 as 

they were of the view that members of the group had previously inspected these places several 

times, most recently in the company of Ms Harris (2020) during an archaeological inspection 

of the supposedly humanly modified trees reported in both area and they had come to the 

conclusion that no cultural or scientific legitimacy in the listing on the AHIS of ID 38551 and 

ID 38552. 
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Recommendations 

It is recommended that places ID 38551 and ID 38552, and previously listed ID 37869 and ID 

37870, are determined not to be Aboriginal sites within the meaning of s5 of the AHA and 

information about them is archived in Stored Data as there is no customary or traditional 

reasons or professional basis for their lodgement on the AHIS. 

It is recommended that the BORR southern alignment proceed on the basis of the results of 

the surveys undertaken by the GKB consultants. 
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Introduction 

Dr Edward McDonald of Ethnosciences was commissioned in 2019 by Brad Goode and 

Associates Pty Ltd (BGA) on behalf of the Bunbury Outer Ring Road Integrated Planning 

Team (BORR IPT) to undertake an ethnographic survey of the Bunbury Outer Ring Road 

(BORR) southern section, that is the BORR alignment from South Western Highway (near 

Bunbury Airport) to Bussell Highway (Figure 1). Subsequently Ethnosciences was requested 

to undertake additional consultation in respect to the BORR crossing of Five Mile Brook. Both 

components were undertaken by Dr McDonald and Ms Jan Turner and the results were 

reported in McDonald and Turner (May 2020). Since the completion of the work two new 

places appeared on the Department of Planning, Lands & Heritage's (DPLH) Aboriginal 

Heritage Inquiry System (AHIS) along Woods Road, Gelorup. McDonald and Ms Tania 

Phillips conducted supplementary consultation with members of the Gnaala Karla Booja 

(GKB) native title group, who had been selected by the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea 

Council (SW ALSC) for the archaeological and ethnographic surveys of the BORR. 

Additionally, Mr Noonan of the Friends of the Gelorup Corridor Inc (FGCI) also attended a 

consultative meeting held in October 2020. 

The newly listed places are ID 38551, Five Canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial 

Ground. Both places are 'Lodged' on the system. ID 38551, Five Canoes which is listed as 

'modified tree(s)' and ID 38552, is recorded on the system as 'skeletal material/burial' 

(Figures 1 & 2). As we demonstrate below, both listings are highly problematic and there is 

no empirical evidence that either actually exist. Moreover, the GKB consultants on the basis 

of their laws and customs have repudiated the validity of these listings on the AHIS as well 

as those of the previously listed ID 37869, Paper Bark Wet Lands and DPLH ID 37870, the 

Gelorup Corridor. 

Addendum to Report of an Ethnographic Survey of BORR, Gelorup, WA 
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Consultative Methods 

The ethnographic investigations in respect of the two newly listed places - ID 38551, Five 

Canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground - on the BORR alignment, 

southern section, were undertaken by Dr Edward McDonald and Ms Tania Phillips of 

Ethnosciences. The earlier ethnographic survey of the Bunbury Outer Ring Road (BORR) 

southern section involved two separate investigations, the first in November 2019 and the 

second in January 2020, the latter specifically in respect of the proposed crossing of Five Mile 

Brook (McDonald and Turner 2020) and involved desktop research; face to face and telephone 

interviews; consultative meetings and field inspections (McDonald and Turner 2020). As with 

the original survey, a desktop review was conducted of the new DPLH listings and other 

pertinent material. A pre- field inspection consultative meeting was held in MRW A's Bunbury 

office on Robertson Drive, Bunbury on Monday October 26, 2020. However, for the reasons 

outlined below, a planned site inspection of the two newly listed places was not undertaken. 

The GKB consultants attending included: 

♦:♦ Joseph Northover

♦:♦ Murray Collard

♦:♦ James Khan

♦:♦ Lera Bennell

♦:♦ Les Wallam

♦:♦ Annette Garlett

•:• Peter Michael

Sadly, Ms Joyce Dimer, who had participated in the earlier surveys, passed away some weeks 

ago. Also absent was Mr Dennis Jetta, who tendered his apologies, noting that his wife, for 

whom he is a full-time carer, was unwell and he was unable to leave her. As noted above, Mr 

Noonan of the FGCI also attended the consultative meeting. Mr Noonan had been involved 

in the lodgement of the Heritage Information Submission Forms (HISF) for both ID 38551, 

Five Canoes and ID 38552, Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground and he agreed to attend the 

meeting to discuss these and previous listings, i.e., ID 37869, Paper Bark Wet Lands and ID 

37870, the Gelorup Corridor that the group had been involved in listing with the DPLH with 

the assistance of Mr Jetta. 

Addendum to Report of an Ethnographic Survey of BORR, Gelorup, WA 
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Also, in attendance were Mr Neil McCarthy (MRWA), Dr Fionnuala Hannon (BORR 

Environment and Heritage Approvals Manager) and Bruce Walker (Project Manager, BORR). 

The consultative meeting started with a minutes' silence for the late Ms Joyce Dimer. 

Following a brief introduction by Dr McDonald, Mr Noonan was asked to present his views 

on the new listings. Mr Khan expressed his concerns about the Mr Jetta's absence, as he 

wanted to hear a Nyungar voice regarding the new listings. The GKB and heritage attendees 

discussed various aspects of the listings and the reasons behind them with Mr Noonan. The 

discussions were largely quiet and respectful though at several points became quite heated. 

The back-and-forth discussions were brought to a close by a lengthy statement in English and 

Nyungar by Mr Northover in which he questioned the veracity of the listings and the 

motivations of those involved. The English parts of this statement are presented and analysed 

in some detail below. Following the conclusion of Mr Northover's statement the GKB 

consultants decided that they would not go and inspect the newly listed places as these had 

been surveyed previously and recently inspected by Ms Harris of BGA with the assistance of 

several of the GKB members present. 

Addendum to Report of an Ethnographic Survey of BORR, Gelorup, WA 
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Plate 1: Participants of the BORR consultative meeting (Photo: Brad Goode, October 2020) 
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Plate 2: Dr McDonald using a Australian National Maritime Museum map showing the distribution 
of Indigenous watercraft demonstrates the absence of watercraft south of Shark Bay, hence no 'canoe 
trees' in Gelorup (Photo; Brad Goode, October 2020) 
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Plate 3: Dr McDonald with a map showing the BORR surveys 1995-2020 discusses Mt Jetta's 
consultation in the original 1995 survey & noting that Mr Jetta had not reported anything on the 
BORR alignment (Photo, Brad Goode, October 2020) 
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Plate 4: Mr Noonan (pointing) makes a point during his presentation (Photo: Tania Phillips, October 
2020) 
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Plate 5: Ms Bennell (standing) takes issues with Mr Noonan's on air comments about the GKB 
consultants & their appropriateness to conduct the BORR surveys (Photo: Tania Phillips, October 
2020) 
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Plate 6: Mr Noonan standing discusses the Mininup Massacre in relation to a colonial map of the 
Gelorup area (Photo: Tania Phillips, October 2020) 
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Plate 7: Dr McDonald discusses the problems underlying the listings of ID 38551, Five Canoes and 
ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground & their long-term implications (Photo: Tania 
Phillips, October 2020) 
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Plate 8: Joe Northover (pointing) addresses his summation comments and criticism to Mr Noonan 
(out of frame) (Photo: Tania Phillips, October 2020) 
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Ethnographic Survey Results 

Results of the Desktop Research 

As noted above, following the completion of the ethnographic survey of the BORR south 

alignment in 2020 (McDonald and Turner 2020) two places appeared on the AHIS: ID 38551, 

Five canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground. Heritage Information 

Submission Forms (HISF's) for both of these places had been lodged with the DPLH in 

September 2019. However, they had not appeared on the AHIS until 2020. Mr Denis Jetta, in 

the name of the Greater Bunbury Aboriginal Elders Group was involved with both 

submissions and the process was facilitated by Mr Noonan of the FGCI, which also, as noted 

above, produced an inventory of the components to the reported places: Wardandi Gelorup 

Corridor Indigenous Heritage Inventory. 

ID 38551, 'Five canoes', is Lodged on the AHIS as a place containing 'modified tree(s)', 

including the suggestion that the place contains scars on trees associated with 'canoe' 

manufacture by Nyungars: "contains 27 marked or modified trees, including five canoe

length and shaped scars". The place, the HISF asserts, meets the criteria of s5(a) and 5(c) of 

the AHA. In respect of 5(a) which relates to objects "natural or artificial, used for, or made or 

adapted for use for, any purpose connected with the traditional cultural life of the Aboriginal 

people", the HISF notes that the place supposedly contains "27 marked or modified trees, 

including five canoe-length and shaped scars" and that there are: "Scarred trees, with sections 

of bark and sapwood cut off in order to make carrying containers, shields, digging implements 

and canoes" (emphasis added) and that it is of significance because "This place is of 

significance because of the number of clearly marked and modified trees, which indicate long 

and sustained Indigenous occupation of this area" (emphasis added). The place allegedly 

contains "spiral trees, which were used to mark the burial places of important people". 

It should be said at the outset that it is difficult to understand why this reported place called 

'Five canoes' should be listed by the DPLH on the AHIS as there is no archaeological, 

historical or ethnographic evidence of Nyungars possessing any sort of watercraft not to 

mention 'canoes'. Bates (1985: 257-259) mentions the use of what she refers to as 'light rafts' 
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"sometimes a single log, sometimes two light pieces roughly fastened together" and 'floating 

platforms' made of large sheets of paperbark used in pools on the Murchison and Gascoyne 

Rivers respectively for fishing, though these more accurately could be described as floatation 

devises. The most southerly formally constructed Indigenous watercraft Bates (1985: 258) 

describes, are rafts in the Ashburton and Northwest Cape areas: 

The coastal natives of the Ashburton and Northwest Cape also used a 

species of raft, similar to that used in the Roebourne district, but made of 

stumpy corkwood trees growing near swamps. Two straight lengths of 

these were pegged together with hardwood pegs, with a third stem curving 

upwards usually added to the lengths. Pegs were driven into the sides at 

angles of 45° and interwoven with reeds. Natives knelt on these and 

paddled with their hands out to the reefs and sometimes outside the reefs 

to the black rock. 

Similarly, the Australian National Maritime Museum has mapped the distribution of 

Indigenous watercraft in Australia and the evidence is that there was no Indigenous formal 

watercraft of any sort in Western Australia south of Shark Bay and those watercrafts were 

rafts. The nearest Indigenous canoes in Western Australia were to be found in the Kimberley 

roughly 2500km north of Bunbury (see Figure 3 below). 

There is therefore manifestly a problem with the listing on the AHIS a place that ostensibly 

contains 'five canoes' and modified trees supposedly associated with them. However, there 

are also other questionable aspects of the listing. The HISF is ostensibly completed and 

submitted by Mr Dennis Jetta. Mr Jetta is listed on the form as a 'Senior Wardandi Elder'. Mr 

Jetta is not Wardandi and is not recognised by senior members of the Wardandi community 

as being Wardandi. He is not a member of the South West Boojarah native title claim, rather 

he is a member of the Gnaala Karla Booja claim. 

The HISF also asserts that "This place is of importance to people of the Wardandi Region of 

the Noongar Language Area of the SW of WA". As noted by McDonald and Turner (2020), 

the late George and Vilma Webb, both widely recognised as senior Wardandi members, were 

included in the original surveys of the BORR alignments undertaken by MHA in 1995 and 

1996. Mrs Webb also participated in BGA's follow-up 2002 survey. The area containing ID 
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38551, 'Five canoes' was not identified by these senior Wardandi elders as being of 

significance. No sites were reported in this area. Moreover, their son, Mr Wayne Webb, now 

a senior Wardandi, with expertise in the region's archaeology, 1confinns that the Woods Road 

area is not of significance to him or other Wardandi people. Moreover, he independently has 

advised both Mr Goode and Dr McDonald, that none of the supposedly humanly modified 

trees that he has inspected in the company of Mr Noonan, are in fact humanly modified and 

that all show evidence that the scarring is a result of natural occurrences (Wayne Webb pers 

comm October 2020). 

Indeed, as noted by McDonald and Turner (2020: 46) a number of' scarred trees' in the vicinity 

of DPLH ID 37870 and along Woods Road, including the area covered by the IDs 38551/38552 

were inspected by Ms Harris, the BGA archaeologist, and McDonald in Mr Jetta's company 

following a request from him. None of the trees selected by Mr Jetta for inspection were in the 

professional opinion of Ms Harris and Dr McDonald humanly modified. Ms Harris also 

outlined her reasoning to Mr Jetta for this conclusion outlining the commonly accepted 

archaeological criteria for assessing such features and typically also used by the DPLH. Ms 

Harris also reported to Mr Jetta that the area had been previously surveyed archaeologically 

a number of times and no humanly modified trees had been observed. Ms Harris assisted by 

archaeologist Mr Stuart Johnston, together with representatives of the GKB native title claim 

(Messrs Les Wallam, Murray Collard, James Khan and Joe Northover), inspected the trees in 

ID 38551, as well as the 25 trees associated with place ID 38552 with the exception of tree No. 

44 (Harris 2020). Ms Harris (2020: 5) notes: "Each of the marks and/ or scars on trees were 

examined and found to be natural features. The 52 trees listed in the Inventory [Wardandi 

Gelorup Corridor Indigenous Heritage Inventory] are umelated to native trees modified by 

Aboriginal people. These examples in the Inventory do not fit the criteria used by DPLH to 

identify a scarred tree". Elsewhere she reports (Harris 2020: 10) "No specimen examined was 

1 Mr Webb was trained in site identification and recording as part of a National Estates Grant Scheme 
in 1994 by MHA staff archaeologists. He has worked since in field archaeology throughout the 
Southwest and in other parts of the State with numerous professional archaeologists. He has recently 
(December 9, 2020) been invited to accept an award of an honorary degree of Doctor of Letters by the 
University of Western Australia for his contributions to Aboriginal heritage and archaeology. 
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considered a possible Aboriginal scarred tree". This concurs with each previous inspection 

undertaken during surveys over the past decades (Hammond & O'Reilly S 1995; Goode & 

O'Reilly T 2019; O'Reilly T 2019, Harris 2020), as Harris (2020) notes: "four archaeological 

surveys conducted by six individual archaeologists". 

Place ID 38551 also supposedly contains what the HISF refers to as 'spiral trees', which it is 

claimed "were used to mark the burial places of important people" or as also noted on the 

HISF were apparently: "often used to indicate directions for travellers [sic]". Again, the 

archaeological assessment is that these are natural occurrences (Harris 2020). Additionally, 

there is no ethnographic record of Nyungars creating so-called 'spiral trees'. Moreover, one 

wonders why such spiral trees markers would be necessary if Moojar trees are intrinsically 

associated with burials! Bates (1985: 302) reports that: "In many Southern districts the trees in 

the vicinity of a man's grave were marked with notches, circles, or lines. No one pattern 

appears to be exclusively used in any district, as I have seen the three different markings in 

the same locality." She makes no mention of 'spiral trees' and none of the specific features she 

mentions are reported by Mr Jetta or the FGCI in the HISFs or their report. 

There is no evidence, based on a professional or informed Aboriginal assessment, that any of 

the identified trees were modified humanly to manufacture II containers, shields, digging 

implements" not to mention non-existent 'canoes', the trees concerned are not II clearly 

marked and modified trees". An examination of the photographs presented in the Wardandi 

Gelorup Corridor Indigenous Heritage Inventory also on the face of it documents a range of 

naturally scarred trees. 

As noted, the HISF for ID 38551, 'Five canoes', also contains assertions that the place meets 

the criteria of s 5(c) of the AHA, which relates to an Aboriginal place, which in the opinion of 

the ACMC, "is or was of historical, anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical 

interest"2 and "should be preserved because of its importance and significance to the cultural 

heritage of the State". All four areas of interest are noted on the HISF. In order to assess 

2 It should be noted that though sS(c) refers to "historical, anthropological, archaeological or 
ethnographical interest", the evaluative criteria specified in s39(2)(c) lists only "potential 
anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest". 
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historical, anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest, the importance of 

places and objects needs to be assessed with regard to s39(2)(c): "any potential 

anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest", which essentially relate to 

'scientific' values'. In the section of the form requesting "details of expert opinions that 

support the claim of importance and significance", it is stated "Mr Dennis Jetta, Senior 

Wardandi Elder, has seen and verified most of the trees in this area". As we have indicated 

above, Mr Jetta is not a Senior Wardandi Elder. Regardless, Mr Jetta is not an expert in history, 

anthropology, archaeology or ethnography and therefore cannot attest to the 'historical, 

anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest' of the place. We shall return to this 

point below. 

ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground, the place, is 'Lodged' on the system as a 

location containing skeletal material/burial(s). The site file is 'Closed' or restricted and as a 

result so are the place's precise boundaries. As with ID 38551, Mr Jetta is listed as the recorder, 

however, in this instance he is not the declarant to the truth of the document, this is Mr 

Noonan of FGCI. The HISF indicates that the place meets the criteria of s5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) of 

the AHA. The place supposedly contains 23 humanly modified trees and a grove of Moojar 

trees or native 'Christmas tree' (Nuytsia floribunda). 

McDonald and Turner (2020: 46-47) indicate that there are two problems with Mr Jetta's 

assertion that "Nyungar used to bury their deceased at these trees", when he reported this 

'place' in a telephone interview following the November 2019 survey of the BORR alignment: 

(a) the contention that Nyungars buried deceased at these trees is at variance with the local

Nyungar belief and (b) no specific burial has been reported by Mr Jetta. It is not the local belief, 

as stated by Messrs Jetta and Noonan in the HISF that the 'spirits of the dead are absorbed by 

the roots' of the Moojar tree. 

The speculative nature of the reporting of this 'place' is clearly evident in the HISF itself: the 

"place is of great significance to Indigenous People especially the Wardandi Noongar people 

from this northern end of Wardandi land, as it is a place where it is highly likely that many of 

their ancestors have been buried for generations" (emphasis added). Elsewhere in the HISF it 

states: "Very highly likely ... it is a significant burial ground and has been for hundreds if not 
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thousands of years". In another place in the HISF it is stated that 'the high probability' of 

burials in the place make this a very culturally sensitive area'. 

Again, we highlight that Mr Jetta is not a senior Wardandi elder, he is not Wardandi and not 

recognised by the Wardandi community as such and does not speak for the Wardandi 

community. The statements that a place ID 38552 is highly likely or Very highly likely 

indicates that pure speculation was involved with the listing. Corsini (2004) drawing on 

several ethnographic sources, including Bates (1985) and his archaeological investigations of 

burials over several years, notes that Nyungars were buried at or near to habitation or 

camping sites and that the data suggests that these places would be avoided for a number of 

years afterwards. He also reports that most of the archaeologically recorded burials around 

Geographe Bay have been found on the landward side of the coastal Quindalup dunes that 

fringe what were wetlands. However, graves have also been found in Spearwood dunes such 

as that in Hooper Place Bunbury. Corsini (2004: 16-17), observing that in a number of cases 

two burials have been found in the general area ('proximity'); raises the question of whether 

there are Nyungar cemeteries, similar to those found in other parts of Aboriginal Australia 

such as the Murray River Basin and other places in Southern Queensland, NSW and Victoria. 

It is possible, he suggests that Aboriginal cemeteries might exist in the dunes around the 

shores of Geographe Bay where sand dunes fringe extensive, resource-rich wetlands. 

However, he notes that while to date [2004] there have been no archaeological discoveries of 

prehistoric burial grounds or cemeteries in Southern Western Australia, nevertheless, there 

are references to burial areas in several sources. That being said, an additional sixteen years 

of intensive development, frequently in recent years accompanied by archaeological and 

Aboriginal community monitoring, has not resulted in the discovery of any cemeteries or 

burial grounds per se. Corsini's (2004:16) observation that "All the burials that have been 

recorded in the vicinity of Geographe Bay are isolated single interments: no cemeteries or 

burial grounds have yet been archaeologically documented in the region", still holds. It is 

therefore highly unlikely that ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove is actually a 'Burial Ground' 

and less likely that it has been a burial ground for "hundreds if not thousands of years". 

Moreover, as we note above, Corsini' s (2004) observation is that burials are found in close 
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association with habitation sites, typically recognised by the presence of artefactual material. 

No archaeological sites or indeed, isolated artefacts, have been found in association with ID 

38552 despite numerous archaeological surveys, making it even less likely that ID 38552 is a 

burial ground if such things actually existed in traditional Nyungar culture. Again, to 

highlight that no burial has been identified in the area. Despite the presumed 'likelihood or 

probability' or burials in the area encompassed by ID 38552 as noted in the HISF, the actual 

likelihood or probably is very LOW. Moreover, no actual burial has been identified. 

The identification of the Ancient Moojar Grove, place ID 38552, as an ancient burial ground 

then leads to the presumption on the part of the recorder that the place meets the criteria in 

respect of s5(b) of the AHA (sacred site) in that it is significant" as are all burial sites, especially 

to Wardandi N oongar country" and elsewhere "the burial customs and sacred beliefs of 

Noongar people have been well documented in other sources and would apply to this site 

given the presence of Moojar trees and the spirits" (emphasis added). As no burial has been 

located within its boundaries and the probability of doing so is low, it cannot therefore be 

assumed that the general cultural significance that applies to graves or other forms of burial 

in Aboriginal Australia pertains to this place and that the place meets the criteria of s5(b) of 

the AHA. As s5(b) applies to places that are of "importance and special significance", it is 

not the case that all places where the Moojar trees (Nuytsia floribunda), whose range extends 

across Southwest Australia, from the Geraldton Sand plains to the east of the Esperance Plain, 

3can be said to be of "importance and special significance" within the meaning of s5(b). 

The place ID 38552 is said to be part of a wider significant area containing Giant Paper Bark 

(i.e., ID 37869, Paper Bark Wet Lands) and Giant Tuart (i.e., ID 37870, the Gelorup Corridor). 

The former is reported to be a 'women's place' and the ID 38552 HISF asserts that "children 

were born in the women's place ". However, as McDonald and Turner (2020: 40) point out, 

none of the Nyungar women involved with the November 2019 or previous surveys, despite 

several having being involved with the Bush Babies' project operated by the CAN 2014-2017, 

3 Distribution records: The Australian Virtual Herbarium@ 
https:/ / avh.ala.org.au/ occurrences/ search?q=lsid %3Ahttps%3A %2F%2Fid.biodiversity.org.au %2Fn 
ode%2Fapni%2F2889663&qc=data_hub_uid%3Adh9&fq=taxon_name%3A%22Nuytsia+floribunda%2 
2#tab_mapView 
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identified the Giant Paper Bark area (ID 37869) as a women's site. In fact, one reports that she 

has demanded that her name is removed from any DPLH documentation associated with the 

place. Similarly, none of the GKB consultants, apart from Mr Jetta, recognises the Giant Tuart 

(ID 37870) as a ceremonial place, associated with either men or the community more generally 

(McDonald and Turner 2020). 

As with ID 38551, Five canoes, it is asserted that ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial 

Ground should be preserved under s5(c) because of its importance and significance to the 

cultural heritage of the State on the basis of its historical, anthropological, archaeological or 

ethnographical interest. As pointed out above, Mr Jetta is not an expert in history, 

anthropology, archaeology or ethnography and therefore cannot attest to the 'historical, 

anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest' of the place. The same can be said 

of Mr Noonan, certainly in relation to 'anthropology, archaeology or ethnography'. The 

archaeological, anthropological and ethnographic expert opinion is that neither ID 38551, Five 

canoes or ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground involve humanly modified trees 

either scarred or so-called 'spiral' and that the places do not meet the criteria of any part of s5 

on the basis of any of the evaluative criteria set out in s39(2) and s39(3). 

Professional skills and competence are clearly required in anthropological/ ethnographical 

and/ or archaeological 'interest' in order to assess a place with respect to s39(2) ( c) in particular. 

These professional skills and competence includes what Goodwin (1994; 2006), following 

ethnographic research with archaeologists, refers to as 'professional vision' and Grasseni 

(2007; 2008), drawing on a wide range of research in various social contexts as 'skilled vision'. 

'Seeing' artefacts, such as humanly modified trees, is therefore not a transparent 'natural' 

ability possessed either by Aborigines or archaeologists for that matter (see McDonald and 

Coldrick 2020 in respect of artefact scatters). Rather, 'seeing' artefacts is a "socially organised 

element of culture that is instantiated within, and sustained by, a community of practice" that 

in turn is tied to 'participation in action' (Goodwin and Goodwin 1998: 69). As Edgeworth 

(2003) also importantly notes, 'the discovery of artefacts always occurs in a context of action'; 

for example, during an excavation or survey and is multi-modal and how "embodied 

perceptual schemes, cognitive tools and practical skills, enable the subject to recognise the 
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object as an artefact" (Edgeworth 2003: 54; 170). Those identifying the 'modified' trees in 

places IDs 38551/38552 clearly lack the professional or skilled vision and the 'embodied 

perceptual schemes, cognitive tools and practical skills' which underlie the competence 

required to identify humanly modified or scarred trees. 

Throughout the recording and discussion of ID 38551, Five canoes, ID 38552 Ancient Moojar 

Grove Burial Ground, ID 37869, Paper Bark Wet Lands and ID 37870, the Gelorup Corridor 

by the FGCI, there is a misplaced heavy emphasis on 'big trees', with the biggest paperbarks, 

the biggest tuart and the biggest Moojar trees recorded and listed on the non-statutory 

national 'Register of Big Trees'. This concern with 'biggest' examples of particular trees would 

seem to be a whitefella (non-Aboriginal) preoccupation and not necessarily part of Nyungar 

custom and tradition. 

That the listing of ID 38551, ID 38552, ID 37869, and ID 37870, with the involvement of FGCI 

is a strategic devise in their political opposition to the BORR can be seen in the HISF for ID 

38552, where there is a move from discussing the presumed importance of ID 38552 requiring 

protection to a suggestion that the' corridor' , i.e., the BORR corridor through Gelorup, should 

be 'protected' under s5(c) of the AHA. 

McDonald and Turner (2020: 8-9) have highlighted some of the conflict involved with the 

selection of consultants for the heritage investigations and in particular Mr Jetta' s assertion 

that he and his group, the Greater Bunbury Aboriginal Elders Group, have a greater right to 

speak for the country than others who are members of in the GKB claim group. McDonald 

and Turner (2020) find no support for the assertion that Mr Jetta has a greater claim to speak 

for the country than any other member of the GKB group. 

In summary, it is our professional opinion that neither ID 38551, Five canoes or ID 38552 

Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground meet the benchmarks for inclusion on the register of 

Aboriginal sites with respect to any of evaluative criteria set out in s39(2) and s39(3) of the 

AHA. None of the numerous supposedly modified trees in ID 38551 and ID 38552 are 

humanly modified. There are certainly no' canoe trees' as the nearest Indigenous canoes were 

to be found in the Kimberley. There is no basis for assuming that because there are Moojar 
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trees in the area that there are burials. No specific burials have been reported in the area (ID 

38552) and there is a very low likelihood that any exist. If any currently unknown graves do 

exist along the alignment these would be dealt with according to the now standard monitoring 

arrangements that will be put in place as requested by the GKB consultants (McDonald and 

Turner 2020). The attribution of significance to big Moojar trees, big paperbarks, a big Tuart 

or any other big tree is not, we contend, in accordance with local Nyungar custom or tradition. 

We will return to this point below. The entire process of identifying and reporting places along 

the BORR south alignment is based on a series of unsubstantiated assumptions. 

The places identified along the BORR south alignment (ID 37869; ID 37870; ID 38551 and ID 

38552 by the FGCI in association with Mr Jetta, are not in our professional opinion of historical, 

anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest or potential interest. The only 

ethnographic interest that one might discern of the listing of these places revolves around the 

question of how Aboriginal heritage might be used by NIMBY groups in their opposition to a 

particular project. 
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Results of the Consultative Meeting 

As described above, a consultative meeting was held at the MRWA office in Bunbury. This 

meeting was attended by Mr Noonan on behalf of the FGCI but not, however, Mr Jetta, who 

tendered his apologies. Mr Khan raised Mr Jetta's absence as a matter of concern. Mr Khan 

said that he wanted to hear a Nyungar voice to explain about "these scarred trees", that is, he 

wanted Mr Jetta to explain to the meeting the basis for recording and listing on the AHIS of 

ID 38551, Five canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground. 

Mr Noonan apologised for Mr Jetta's absence. He opened his comments about ID 38551 and 

ID 38552 by saying that October 28 would be the 186th anniversary of the Pinjarra massacre 

and that it was important to note this because there was a tendency in Western Australia to 

not report what happened in massacres and to remove important documents. To highlight 

this, he referred the meeting to Jessica White's (2017) 'Paper talk', Testimony and Forgetting 

in South-West Western Australia' and noted that details of the Mininup massacre had been 

hidden. Drawing on Kimberly (1995/1897), whom he said was the first to report on the 

massacre, Mr Noonan told the group that the indications were that Nyungar people were 

killed in Gelorup where there was a bidi or Nyungar path, which was shown on an early map 

of the area in addition to Mininup. Kimberley's (1995 [1897]: 115) had written that the killings 

took place over an extended period and area: 

Into the remote places this party went, bent on killing without mercy. 

Through the woods, among rocky hills and shaded valleys, they searched 

for the black men. When they saw them they shouldered their muskets, and 

shot them down. Isolated natives were killed during the first few days . .... 

They rode from district to district, from hill to hill, and searched the bush 

and thickets. At last they traced the terrified fugitives to Lake Mininup. 

However, as McDonald and Turner (2020) note there is no evidence that any Nyungars were 

killed in Gelorup. Mr Northover, in response to Mr Noonan's presentation that there was no 

doubt that people were killed "but whether it was along the [BORR] corridor that it was open 

to debate". There followed a discussion regarding the Mininup massacre and its relationship 

to Gelorup, which is some 14km to the north. 
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Mr Khan questioned Mr Noonan about his connections to Gelorup and his interest in the 

BORR. Mr Noonan acknowledges that he bought a house in Gelorup, where he loves living, 

and that the house is situated some 700m from the 'new freeway' (BORR). Mr Khan suggests 

that when people bought in Gelorup they were not concerned about Aboriginal heritage: 

'about Aboriginal artefacts and significance'. Mr Noonan referred to comments Mr Khan 

reportedly made during a previous survey of the BORR where he had said 'these are the same 

trees our ancestors looked upon', to highlight his contention that trees along the BORR were 

significant. 

Dr McDonald questioned Mr Noonan as to why the ID 38551 place is called 'Five canoes'. Mr 

Noonan responded that it was because five scarred trees, "are the size and shape of canoes". 

Dr McDonald, using a map downloaded from the Australian Maritime Museum, showing the 

distribution of Indigenous watercraft in Australia, highlights that there was no watercraft, not 

to mention 'canoes', south of Shark Bay. Hence the supposed modified trees could not be 

'canoe' trees (Figure 3) below. Mr Noonan suggested that "If they were not used for canoes" 

they could have been used to wrap bodies or coverings for a house, for example. Dr McDonald 

then advised Mr Noonan that none of the supposed scarred trees show absolutely any sign of 

being humanly modified. 

Mr Goode recounted how over 10 years the heritage practitioners and "members of this 

group" [i.e., GKB consultants] had examined the proposed alignment several times and the 

experts had not identified any scarred trees in the area nominated by Mr Noonan. Dr 

McDonald notes that senior Wardandi people - the late George and Vilma Webb - had been 

consulted and no sites had been reported by them.4 He reported that he had recently been in 

communication with Mr Wayne Webb, who apparently had inspected several places along 

the alignment at the request of Mr Noonan. 

Mr Webb, Dr McDonald reported was of the opinion that none of the so-called scarred trees 

were humanly modified. He also reported that were the area covered by the alignment 

contained no places of heritage significance to the Wardandi people. He also reported that he 

4 Mr George Webb's oral histories are also drawn on widely by historians in region, se for example, 
Krantz, V. and Chase, D (1995) Just a Horse Ride Away: a history of the Shire of Capel and its people. 
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had made his views known to Mr Noonan but that "he didn't believe it". He was also highly 

sceptical about the reported 'spiral trees', stating: "then [those] the directional trees, 

apparently we didn't navigate very well and twisted and bent trees to show us the way home" 

(pers comm Wayne Webb October 25, 2020).5• 

Dr McDonald advised Mr Noonan that Mr Jetta was not a Wardandi person and therefore 

could not speak for the community. He also noted (highlighting the original alignment on a 

project map) that Mr Jetta had been consulted about the BORR in 1995 and had not raised any 

issues then, including mentioning Moojar trees. 

Dr McDonald also suggested to Mr Noonan that the views he and Mr Jetta had about Moojar 

trees were not in accord with local custom and that one could not assume that because of the 

presence of Moojar trees that there were burials. Moojar trees were after all found throughout 

the Southwest. 

Mr Khan questioned why Mr Noonan is not taking into consideration the present GKB 

representatives as well as the those who have undertaken surveys in the past and he was 

"making a mockery" of them as Aboriginal people". Mr Northover states that "we are not 

going to agree" with Mr Noonan's assertion about the presence of sites. He also questioned 

him about how he has chosen a Nyungar person to side with. Mr Northover reported that 

everyday "we watch our heritage get destroyed everyday" for mining, roads, and industry. 

However, the GKB consultants have supported the BORR project, including the bridge design 

for the Five Mile Bridge, though they have raised issues such as monitoring and naming of 

elements of the project. 

Mr Goode again questioned Mr Noonan upon what basis does or criteria does he use to 

believe the trees are humanly modified, to which he replied because there are shield shaped 

markings and so on, "they look like them". Ms Harris described how 'scarred trees' are 

assessed archaeologically, noting "It's all our ambition to find sites". She asked Mr Noonan if 

he accepted that anyone in the room is an expert in the field, who replied "I do accept that 

5 In his communications with Dr McDonald, Mr Webb also questioned Mr Jetta's knowledge of the 
Gelorup country, saying that Mr Jetta came from the 'back blocks', that is, the Eastern Wheatbelt (pers 
comm Wayne Webb October 2020). 
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there are experts". However, he explained that under the 'old heritage Act' (i.e., the AHA 

1972, s15) it is the responsibility of an individual to report a site that is suspected to have 

heritage value. Ms Harris explained the purposefulness of Aboriginal people when choosing 

trees to cut into and how they cut it, 'they [the scars] are very well formed', she noted. Which 

was not evident in the trees Mr Noonan had reported. Mr Goode added that one of the key 

things is axe marks and symmetry, and the reported trees lack symmetry and do not have axe 

marks. In addition, several of the scars they are 'too high' for Aboriginal people to reach. 

Dr McDonald asked Mr Noonan how many sites he has recorded outside the corridor and he 

answered none, as he hasn't been looking. Mr Noonan in response to a question from Ms 

Harris agrees that natural occurrences may scar and defect a tree. However, he said in respect 

of scarred trees that Mr Troy Bennell, had told him about the manipulation of trees to form 

spirals. So, the information was not his, but he had been told by Aboriginal people, he 

reported. Dr McDonald explained to Mr Noonan that just because a person is of Aboriginal 

descent does not mean that person can identify Aboriginal scarred trees or other 

archaeological sites. The GKB consultants were asked if they have any knowledge of cultural 

'spiral trees' and they said that they do not. 

Ms Lera Bennell questioned Mr Noonan about his interview on ABC radio, a few weeks ago, 

when he had suggested that the GKB consultants were not the appropriate people to talk for 

the country and do the surveys. She said that he had shown disrespect to them and to the old 

people who had undertaken the earlier surveys. She referred again to Mr Jetta' s involvement 

suggesting that it was not appropriate. She asks Mr Noonan to apologise for what he said, 

which he did. Mr Goode explained there is a cultural and legal processes involved with 

choosing representatives to participate in heritage surveys and that MRW A has followed its 

obligations with respect to the NSHA. Mr Northover explained to Mr Noonan that while Mr 

Jetta may be an elder and have cultural knowledge about his own area around Kellerberrin, 

he is not a spokesperson for this area and suggested to Mr Noonan that he should have talked 

to the group (i.e., the GKB consultants) instead of those to whom he spoke. He asked Mr 

Noonan if money has changed hands between him and Aboriginal people, to which Mr 

Noonan replies 'no'. 
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Dr McDonald informed Mr Noonan that the group had asked for monitoring of the road 

construction and that "there are procedures in place" in case a burial is unearthed, noting that 

any burials trigger several State processes and each burial has to be dealt with appropriately. 

He also suggested that Mr Noonan says he accepts what the GKB consultants are telling him, 

but he doesn't seem to. 

There followed an exchange between Mr Khan and Mr Noonan, during which Mr Khan got 

quite heated regarding Mr Noonan' s comments about what Mr Khan had reportedly said 

regarding Five Mile Brook in an earlier survey undertaken by Mr Goode: "you be careful what 

you say", MR Khan shouted. Mr Goode interjected with comments of clarification. The 

situation was diffused by an address by Mr Northover to Mr Noonan. Mr Northover spoke 

quietly but eloquently and forcefully in both English and Nyungar: 

Congratulations on your research and how you've memorised what people said and 

done and so forth. And obviously the group [GKB consultants] feels that the way 

you've done it is not acceptable. We're not going to agree on these new sites [i.e., ID 

38551 & ID 38552] or past sites [ID 37869 & ID 37870] and we've told the GKB 

Working Party that these new findings will not be accepted by us as the chosen people, 

and to inform the circle of elders [Mr Jetta's group], a letter will be sent by myself as 

well that they're not the be all and end all, and they do not talk for Aboriginal heritage 

issues. To do that you must be of traditional origin and you must practice your laws 

and customs in order to do that, because if you don't, how can you know what's in the 

area. [A] strong recommendation is [being made] to refute those claims [i.e., ID 38551, 

ID 38552, ID 37869 & ID 37870]. And I congratulate you on your homework regardless 

though I'm opposed to it, and you have done your homework and may look at us and 

say we also must do it but that is not the case. 

The trees are not a part of it, you must observe our disappointment [that] all of a 

sudden there's sites [on the alignment] . . ... This site, this area is now called bindardee,6 

6 Bindon and Chadwick (1992:342) gloss bindardee as 'orphaned country'. However, is suggesting that 
the country is bindardee, Mr Northover is not suggesting that he as a member of the GKB does not have 
a right to speak for it. 
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do you know what that means? It means orphaned so no one is looking after it, not us, 

not you, it's gone. [Mr Northover speaks Nyungar] Its wrong that you chose one 

person to go and speak to, brought about disharmony to the group. That's what I call 

[speaks Nyungar] shame on your part and on their part: because those trees the 

[inaudible] their spirit has gone . ......... Allow the road to go ahead because we have, 

we have come to the conclusion that this road is going through. And you'll see us 

walking around out here, lost souls, working out there, lost souls, because we have 

come to the conclusion that this is happening and many stuff has happened [ speaks 

Nyungar] So take what you have, tell the young people, it's no good telling us because 

we are set in what we're saying to you that it's going ahead, these trees are no good, 

that's wrong. I will be more than happy to talk to those young minds, But you've got 

to understand it's an insult, you've caused a division between us, I don't hate Dennis 

[Jetta], I have a difference of opinion on many things, but what happened is wrong, he 

is an elder, you can't deny that but his knowledge and his position is under scrutiny 

by us, and that's the biggest card you have going .. . [ speaks Nyungar] I don't want to 

hear no more, because we have flogged this for all of these surveys, nor do I condemn 

you, but don't go looking for any more of those trees, all of those property owners 

should look at their own properties. Do you know the saddest thing that's going to 

happen with all of these roads? The water is sacred to me, [speaks Nyungar]. I looked 

at all that stuff that you gave us to look at and I thought the thing that is most 

important is the water. That's the truth here. So please don't find any more Canoe 

Trees because I don't wish to sit here for another survey . ...... . You'll only put Dennis 

[Jetta] up for more ridicule if you keep going and that will be very wrong after this 

discussion. I have finished. I will contact the next GKB working party, 1 will send a 

letter to DPLH to remove those sites, they won't agree, it's not my issue. 

Mr Noonan responded: Can I say something? I can see no ones in the mood to go and 

look at the corridor, I gather you've had the opportunity to do so. I am happy if you 

are happy, so I will accept the decision of this group, in terms of its Aboriginal 

Heritage, that if in your opinion there is nothing there of Aboriginal Heritage 
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significance, I will not mention that [Aboriginal Heritage], I won't write about it, I 

won't make any comments, I apologise if any comments I have made in the past have 

offended people. But I won't mention aboriginal heritage again. I will continue to 

oppose [the alignment] as a councillor of Capel because I believe to pursue and to look 

at the history to the 1840s is significant and really important in terms of us to come to 

a proper reconciliation. In terms of the corridor, I won't mention aboriginal heritage 

again. I will, however, continue to lobby for the significance of those big trees as it's 

not an Aboriginal heritage issue. I will continue to lobby for ringtail possums, 

economic viewpoint, corridor tourism opportunity, against the current alignment .. ... 

Mr Northover: Hopefully, we've come to some amicable agreement. 

The meeting came to an end. Dr McDonald thanked Mr Noonan for attending and for putting 

his case forward. The other participants also thanked him and invited him to lunch with them. 

Mr Noonan graciously declined, saying that he had other matters to attend to. 

Mr Northover in his address inter alia raised a number of interrelated issues that speak to the 

heart of the matter regarding the listing of the new places (i.e., ID 38551 & ID 38552) and 

previous places (ID 37869 & ID 37870) on the alignment. These can be summarised as follows: 

1) The approach to heritage recording by Mr Noonan and his colleagues is not acceptable or

appropriate, including (a) wrong to consult with one person; (b) brought disharmony to

the community -'caused division between us'; (c) this an insult to the group -'observe

our disappointment [that] all of a sudden there's sites [on the alignment]', (d) putting Mr

Jetta 'up for more ridicule'; 'his knowledge and his position is under scrutiny' by the group

and ( e) the' circle of elders' [Mr Jetta' s group] would be informed that' they do not talk for

Aboriginal heritage issues'.

2) To speak on heritage matters one must be of 'traditional' origin, i.e., belong to the country,

rather than say be married into it, and must follow the community's laws and customs.

The implication here is that the group do not think that the person(s) Mr Noonan and his

colleagues are consulting are 'traditional' or are following the community's laws and
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customs and as a result do not 'know what's in the area' .7 The importance of this statement 

is that Mr Northover, speaking for the GKB group, is of the view that the reporting of: 

ID 38551, Five canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground and the others 

reported on the alignment (ID 37869 & ID 3787) is not in keeping with GKB customs or 

traditions and therefore the places are not of existing use or significance with respect to 

s39(3) and s39(2)(a) of the AHA and not of former or reputed use or significance with 

regard to GKB tradition, historical association or sentiment (s39(2)(b)) as recognised as 

legitimate by the community. 

3) Mr Northover, and, by extension, the other GKB consultants, do not accept that the trees

and other features identified by Mr Noonan and his colleagues have heritage value - 'the

GKB Working Party has been advised that they refute the claims (i.e., listing of ID 38551,

ID 38552, ID 37869 & ID 37870) and DPLH will be asked to remove the listings' - 'the trees

are not part of it' [heritage]; 'these trees are no good, that's wrong'; 'please do not find any

more canoe trees'; don't go looking for any more of those trees'. People who live along the

corridor and who oppose the BORR should look at their own properties for heritage

values.

4) The BORR alignment has been surveyed numerous times with the same results - no

heritage impediments have been identified: 'I don't want to hear no more, because we

have flogged this for all of these surveys'; 'I don't wish to sit here for another survey'.

5) The GKB consultants have decided following their surveys that the BORR will proceed:

'Allow the road to go because we have, we have come to the conclusion that this road is

going through. . ... we have come to the conclusion that this is happening'. Mr Northover

says that the country is orphaned [bindardee] and that his main concern is about the

[surface and ground] water in the vicinity of the BORR, which he reports is 'sacred to him'

(see McDonald and Turner 2020: 47).

None of the other GKB participants raised any concerns with Mr Northover's statement nor 

were any other issues raised by any of them. We take this as a clear indication that Mr 

7 Mr Webb made a similar comment that Mr Noonan and his colleagues were "making a fool of 
people with no cultural knowledge" (pers comm October 2020). 
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Northover spoke on behalf of the entire group and that the views he expressed essentially 

summarised those of the group. Mr Noonan in response commits to not raising Aboriginal 

heritage again in is opposition to the BORR, which he will continue to campaign against. 

However, it remains unclear if his commitment will be also accepted by other members of the 

FGCI 
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Figure 3: Map showing the distribution of Indigenous watercraft in Australia, note none south of Shark Bay (Source: 
Australian National Maritime Museum) 
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Conclusions & Recommendations 

This report presents the findings of desktop review of two newly listed places: ID 38551, Five 

Canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar Grove Burial Ground on the BORR southern section, 

Gelorup. In addition, the results of a consultative meeting held in October 2020 with seven 

members of the GKB native title group, nominated by SWALSC to undertake the heritage 

surveys of the BORR southern section are also discussed. The meeting was organised so that 

the GKB consultants could discuss newly listed places with Mr Dennis Jetta of the Greater 

Bunbury Aboriginal Elders Group and Mr Kieran Noonan of the FGCI, both of whom had 

been involved with the listing of the places on the AHIS. Mr Noonan attended the consultative 

meeting; however, Mr Jetta tendered his apologies. The consultative meeting was also 

attended by Mr Neil McCarthy (MRW A), Dr Fionnuala Hannon (BORR Environment and 

Heritage Approvals Manager) and Bruce Walker, (Project Manager, BORR) and by Mr Brad 

Goode and Jacqueline Harris of BGA. BGA had commissioned Ethnosciences to undertake the 

2019 /20 investigations and the follow-up consultations regarding the newly listed places. The 

GKB consultants decided not to conduct a field inspection of ID 38551 and ID 38552 as they 

were of the view that members of the group had previously inspected these places several 

times, most recently in the company of Ms Harris (2020) during an archaeological inspection 

of the supposedly humanly modified trees reported in both areas and they had come to the 

conclusion that here was no cultural or scientific legitimacy in the listing on the AHIS of ID 

38551 and ID 38552 . 

The two newly listed places (ID 38551 and ID 38552) appeared on the AHIS after the 

completion of the ethnographic investigations undertaken by McDonald and Turner (2020) in 

November 2109 and January 2020. Both ID 38551, Five Canoes and ID 38552 Ancient Moojar 

Grove Burial Ground are 'Lodged' on the AHIS with ID 38551 reportedly comprising 

modified or scarred trees, including five 'canoes' (scars) and ID 38552 purportedly containing 

burials or skeletal material in addition to scarred and other modified trees, in this case not 

before recorded 'spiral trees'. ID 38552 is also a closed file and the place is depicted on the 

AHIS with dithered boundaries. 
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The desktop review included an examination of the information contained in the HISFs and 

related documentation for ID 38551 and ID 38552. Also included in the review was a report 

by Harris (2020) of an archaeological assessment of the supposedly modified trees and the so

called Wardandi Gelorup Corridor Indigenous Heritage Inventory which had been prepared 

by Mr Jetta of the Greater Bunbury Aboriginal Elders Group and the FGCI 

Based on the review of the documentary material, it is our professional opinion that neither 

ID 38551, or ID 38552 meet the benchmarks for inclusion in any category of the register of 

Aboriginal sites with respect to any of the evaluative criteria set out in s39(2) and s39(3) of the 

AHA. There is no archaeological or ethnographic evidence that any of the numerous 

supposedly modified trees in ID 38551 and ID 38552 are in fact humanly modified. On the 

contrary all show clear evidence of being scarred as a result of natural processes. There are 

certainly no 'canoe trees', as the evidence indicates that the nearest Indigenous watercraft, as 

opposed to floatation devises, were in the vicinity of Shark Bay and the nearest Indigenous 

canoes were to be found in the Kimberley. The GKB consultants and the archaeologist, Ms 

Harris, dispute that the so-called 'spiral trees' are humanly modified and there is no evidence 

of such modifications being part of the community's customs and traditions. 

Similarly, there is no basis for assuming that because there are Moojar trees around ID 38552 

that there are burials in the location. No specific burials have been reported in the HISF and 

there is no documentary evidence to support the contention that it was traditional practice to 

bury Nyungars at the base of Moojar trees so that their spirits would be absorbed by the roots 

of the trees. Indeed, this view is not in accord with local custom and beliefs (McDonald and 

Turner 2020). Moreover, a review of the archaeological and ethnographic material in relation 

to Nyungar burials indicates that there is a very low likelihood that any burials exist in the 

area as there are no nearby resource areas and there is no associated archaeology. There is 

certainly no documentary evidence that the place designated ID 38552 is an ancient 'burial 

ground' or cemetery where 'Wardandi' ancestors were buried for 'hundreds if not thousands 

of years'. That the entire listing is based on a range of unsubstantiated suppositions is evident 

from the use of phrases in the HISF such as 'very highly likely', 'high probability' and so on. 

In fact, despite substantial archaeological research and monitoring in the wider Bunbury 
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region, associated with major urban developments over the last three decades, no Aboriginal 

cemeteries have been discovered in the region and all of the Aboriginal graves so far located 

are single interments. Nevertheless, monitoring procedures will be in place, as requested by 

the GKB consultants, to ensure that should a burial be unearthed it will be treated in 

accordance with legislative requirements and local custom (McDonald and Turner 2020). 

The attribution of significance to big Moojar trees, big paperbarks, a big Tuart or any other 

big tree and their listing on a non-statutory National register is not, we contend, in accordance 

with local Nyungar custom or tradition. Rather this concern is more in the province of 

'whitefella' business. 

An examination of the documentary material demonstrates that the entire process of 

identifying and reporting places (e.g., ID 37869; ID 37870; ID 38551 and ID 38552) by Mr Jetta 

and the FGCI along the BORR southern alignment is based on a series of unsubstantiated 

assumptions with regard to historical events relating to the Mininup Massacre, local 

Aboriginal custom and traditions and supposedly modified trees and supposed burials. 

Similarly, the places identified along the BORR southern alignment (ID 37869; ID 37870; ID 

38551 and ID 38552) in our professional opinion are not of potential historical, 

anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest. It is our judgment that both Mr 

Jetta and members of the FGCI lack the professional expertise to offer an opinion on what is 

of potential "anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest" as specified in 

s39(2)(c) of the AHA. In this regard, based on a physical examination of a number of trees Mr 

Jetta selected in 2019 and on a review of the documentary evidence submitted by him and Mr 

Noonan, we have concluded that they lack the 'professional' or 'skilled' vision necessary to 

identify humanly modified or scarred trees. The only ethnographic interest that one might 

discern from the listing of these places revolves around the question of how Aboriginal 

heritage might be used by NIMBY groups in their opposition to a particular project. 

Nevertheless, none of these places in our professional opinion would meet the criteria for 

lodgement on the AHIS or registration as Aboriginal sites. 
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The opinions we have formed on the basis of our desktop review of the documentary material 

is supported we would suggest, by the response of the GKB consultants to Mr Noonan's 

presentation at the October consultative meeting and in particular their views as summarised 

by Mr Northover. As indicated above, Mr Northover rejected the listing on the AHIS of the 

new places (i.e., ID 38551 & ID 38552) and previous places (ID 37869 & ID 37870) on the BORR 

southern alignment by those opposing the development. He criticised Mr Noonan and his 

colleagues for the manner they consulted Mr Jetta and as a result, for creating disharmony in 

the community. The process, he reported, was also an insult to them as members of the GKB 

group appropriately selected to undertake the surveys and, as Ms Bennell had stated, an insult 

to the memory of the old people who had previously undertaken surveys of the BORR 

alignment. Mr Northover noted that the recording of the places on the alignment (ID 38551; 

ID 38552; ID 37869 & ID 37870) was not in accordance with the community's laws and 

customs. Consequently, we may add, none of these places meet the evaluative set out in AHA 

with regard to 'sacred beliefs' or 'ritual or ceremonial usage' (s39(3); 'existing use or 

significance' (s39(2)(a)) or 'former or reputed use or significance' (s39(2)(b)) with regard to 

GKB 'custom', 'tradition', 'historical association' or' Aboriginal sentiment'. As McDonald and 

Turner (2020: 2-3) note that as the focus of the AHA is on "places and objects customarily used 

by or traditional to" Aboriginal people, the AHA is not concerned with idiosyncratic beliefs 

or behaviour. Rather believes and behaviour, i.e., use of places and objects, religious belief or 

ritual or ceremonial practice, must be accountable for in terms of the relevant community's 

customs and traditions, which are communal. Nor we conclude, does the Act apply to non

Aboriginal people's customs, traditions, beliefs, interpretations or practices in respect of 

places and objects, except, of course, were these might address 'potential anthropological, 

archaeological or ethnographical interest' in a professionally appropriate and scientific 

manner. 

Having surveyed the alignment area a number of times with his colleagues, Mr Northover 

did not accept that the trees and other features identified, for example, an 'ancient burial 

ground', by Mr Noonan and his colleagues as having any heritage value: "the trees are not 

part of it' [heritage]" and requested that they stop their activities: 'please do not find any 
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more canoe trees'; 'don't go looking for any more of those trees'. In pointing out that the 

alignment had been surveyed numerous times and that "the trees are not part" of GKB 

heritage, Mr Northover also was intimating that Mr Jetta and the FGCI lacked the skills, 

including 'professional' or skilled' vision to identify humanly modified or scarred trees. 

Mr Northover suggested that the processes being undertaken by FGCI was, in his view, 

essentially a NIMBY project when he stated: 'all of those property owners should look at their 

own properties'. He highlighted the fact that the alignment had been surveyed by members 

of the community numerous times with the same result no heritage impediments: 'I don't 

want to hear no more, because we have flogged this for all of these surveys'. As a result, the 

GKB consultants have decided he stated, that the BORR will proceed: 'Allow the road to go 

because we have, we have come to the conclusion that this road is going through. . ... we have 

come to the conclusion that this is happening'. Mr Northover, however, did as he had done 

previously raise concerns about the surface and subsurface water along the alignment. 

Processes will be put in place to accommodate these concerns (McDonald and Turner 2020). 

We have concluded, based on the GKB participants' responses to Mr Northover's statement, 

that he spoke on behalf of the entire group and that the views he expressed essentially 

summarised those of the group. Mr Noonan in response committed himself to not raising 

Aboriginal heritage again in his opposition to the BORR, which he will continue to campaign 

against it on other grounds. However, it remains unclear if his commitment will be also 

accepted by other members of the FGCI 

The assessment of the documentary material in relation to places ID 38551 and ID 38552 and 

an ethnographic analysis of the consultative meeting between the GKB consultants and Mr 

Noonan of the FGCI, in our view clearly demonstrates that places ID 38551 and ID 38552 do 

not constitute places that should be lodged on the AHIS or be determined to be Aboriginal 

sites within the meaning of s5 of the AHA. The same conclusion can be reached as indicated 

by McDonald and Turner (2020) in respect of the previously lodged places ID 37869 & ID 

37870 on the BORR southern alignment. 
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Recommendations 

It is recommended that places ID 38551 and ID 38552, and previously listed ID 37869 and ID 

37870, are determined not to be Aboriginal sites within the meaning of s5 of the AHA and 

information about them is archived in Stored Data as there is no customary or traditional 

reasons or professional basis for their lodgement on the AHIS. 

It is recommended that the BORR southern alignment proceed on the basis of the results of 

the surveys undertaken by the GKB consultants. 
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